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Abstract—The motivation for every location based access information system is: “To assist exact info at right place in real time with personalized setup and location sensitiveness”. In this application location based access control we implemented the concepts to enable the mobile users to automatically change our profile based on our location and to identify their lost mobile by the help of advanced features and also we prevent the thief to use that mobile through this application. User can create profile and set the mode like (silent mode is off, Wi-Fi is on etc.) and our profiles will be changed automatically once user entered the location. The location will be gathered using Global Positioning System (GPS). Once the profile is created, it starts working without user interaction. This works using service which is a component that runs in the background. The service continuously gets the current sim number and check database number. If the sim number is mismatched then it will ask the user to enter the password which he/she registered earlier. The password entered does not match then the front camera opens immediately in hidden view mode and take the picture of that person and send that image with new sim number details and location to user’s registered email id if internet exist else the text message sent to the registered mobile number. Once the wrong password is given a page will be booted repeatedly for every 5 seconds thus they can’t even uninstall this application.

Index Terms—Location based Access Control, Theft Monitoring, and Android Devices
1. INTRODUCTION:

In this technology world everybody is using the smart phones. Smart phones is a cellular telephone with an integrated computer and has features such as operating system, web browsing and ability to run software application. Our phones profiles have to be changed for certain location. In certain places phones are meant to be silent but sometimes we forget to change the profile to silent mode which leads to trouble. The main aim of location based access is systematically change the mobile settings like (mode, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth etc). Create the profile and set the mode as (silent mode is on; Wi-Fi is off etc). We could create multiple profiles. While creating a new profile based on location, the device must present in the particular location. Once the profile is created, it starts working without user interaction and physical presence. This works using service which is a component that runs in the background without direct interaction with user. As the service has no user interface, it is not bound to the lifecycle of an activity. The location will be gathered using Global Positioning system (GPS). The GPS is a space based navigation system that provides location and time information in all-weather condition. This application needs a one-time registration like user name, password, mobile number, email id and alternate number to send the message if mobile lost. These details save in sq.-lite database. After the registration we could create multiple profiles and change the profile settings from any mobile number using message command with password. In case of having mobile missed in silent mode, we will not be able to find without ringtone sound. In this case we can change the mode to general or some other sound profiles from another mobile and find our mobile easily.

As well as there are lack of security and ways to keep that phones safe. To enable the mobile users to identify their lost mobile by the help of advanced features and also we prevent the thief to use that mobile through this application. Once we registered our details process will be running in the background using the concept called service. Using this concept every 5 minutes the sim number will be check by this application. If anyone stolen the mobile and try to change the sim, if the new sim is detected our application will check whether the newly inserted sim’s number and previously registered number is same or not. If it is not, then it will ask the user to enter the password which he/she registered earlier. If the password matched then the user can able to use the mobile as usual. If the passwords doesn’t match then the front camera opens immediately in hidden view mode and take the picture of the thief and send that image with new sim number details to user’s registered email id if internet exist else the text message sent to the predefined mobile number. The location of the device is found using GPS. This particular application can also be hide by the user. Thus mobile theft monitoring is a useful application which helps us to track and find the device in an effective manner.

2. EXISTING SYSTEM:

In Existing System there is no application for profile changing system based on the locations. We have to change the profiles manually but if we want to change the profile based on the location is not possible. It is not possible to get the mobile information when we lost the mobile. Once we lost the mobile we have to complaint on particular police stations but it’s not possible to get back that mobile or any information about the lost mobile. User cannot track the thief location or their sim details

DISADVANTAGES:

- We have to change the profile manually.
- Difficult to recover the missed mobile
- We cannot get any information about the lost mobile.
- We cannot get location information about the lost mobile.
- Third person can use the mobile.
3. PROPOSED SYSTEM:

The main aim of Proposed System is systematically change the mobile settings like (Mode, Mobile data, GPS, Wi-Fi, etc). The feature of the application is finding the missed mobile which is in silent mode through message with password.

Easily find out the missed mobile and get the theft mobile number. Once sim changed it asks for password if we doesn’t give a correct password then front camera opens in hidden view mode and take the picture of the thief and send that image with new sim number and location details to user’s registered email id if internet exist else the text message sent to the registered mobile number.

ADVANTAGES:

- Profile will be changed based on the locations.
- Easily find out the silent missed mobiles.
- User can get information about the mobile when we lost.
- User can get the Location Details of the particular mobile when sim changed.
- Third person cannot use mobile because of the app which we installed open automatically for every 5 seconds.

4. ARCHITECTURE:

![Architecture Diagram](image)

Fig 4.1 Architecture Diagram
5. MODULE DESCRIPTION:

5.1 ONE TIME REGISTRATION:

In this module, the user needs to be registered with our application once app installed with his/her the details. The user gives the user name, password, mobile number, mail and the alternative mobile number.

![Fig 5.1 one time registration](image1)

5.2 CREATE THE PROFILE:

In this module, after signing up into the application the user profile is created and it is stored in the local database. The service runs in the background after completion of user sign up. User can change the profile mode based on the locate.

![Fig 5.2 create the profile](image2)

5.3 AUTOMATIC PROFILE CHANGER:

After getting that particular user’s current location and the profile mode to that location it automatically updates the profile mode of the mobile. This profile change is based on location.

![Fig 5.3 automatic profile changer](image3)
5.4 USER VALIDATION MODULE:

In this module our application will check the current sim number with the registered sim number. If it’s matches means system shall allow the user. If it is not matches means it asks for the password which is user registered one.

![Sim Validation Module Diagram]

Fig 5.4 Sim validation module

5.5 DETAILS CAPTURING MODULE:

If the password also doesn’t match means our app will check the internet and open the front camera then take the picture in hidden view mode so that thief cannot recognize the photo was taken against to him. Internet also not present means the newly inserted mobile number and details are to be send to registered mobile number.

![Capturing Hacker Details Diagram]

Fig 5.5 Capturing hacker details

5.6 PREVENTING USER TO USE THE MOBILE:

If our application identified as the mobile was stolen by someone, then it’ll let our application to open often for every 5 seconds. So thief cannot even uninstall our app.
6. CONCLUSION:

In this paper, we conclude that the user do not want to depend on anyone, by using in this application user can create profile and updating profile based on the location. While creating a new profile, the device must present in the particular location. We realized our application based on secure internet service and finding hacker details which is one of the most problems in hacking. Developing one of the new methods for secure the account and finding hacker details. In case of user missing their mobile hacker cannot the phone because it ask for a password when new sim card is plugged in. user can get image of the hacked user and the information of the hacker sim details and location details.

7. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT:

After going through the surveying, it can be gathered that there is a huge scope of application development in mobile domain. The proposed system can be further enhanced by making the following features in the application that enabling the application through which we can have backup of our phone data and also send the hacker details to the cops who are all nearby to the hacker location or send message to the nearby police stations to catch the hackers immediately.
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